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ABSTRACT: A connected Roman dominating function 210 ,, VVVf on a line graph 

HGL  is a function : 0,1,2f V H  satisfying the condition that every vertex u  for 

which 0f u  is adjacent to at least one vertex v  for which 2f v
 
such that 21 VV  or 

2V is connected. The weight of a connected Roman dominating function is the value 

v V H

f V H f v . The minimum weight of a connected Roman dominating function on a 

line  graph H  is called the connected Roman line domination number of G  and is denoted by 

GRCL . 

In this paper many bounds on GRCL  were obtained in terms of elements of G , but not 

in terms  of H . Further we develop its relationship with other different domination parameters of 

G . 
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Introduction: In this paper, we follow the notations of  [2] and [3]. All the graphs considered 

here are simple, finite, non trivial, undirected and connected. As usual Vp  and Eq  

denote the number of vertices and edges of a graph G  respectively. 

 In general, we use X  to denote the subgraph induced by the set of vertices X  and 

vN  and vN  denote the open and closed neighborhoods of a vertex v . The notation G0

G1  is the minimum number of vertex (edge) cover of G . Also G0  G1  is the 

minimum number of vertices (edges) in a maximal independent set of vertex (edge) of G . 

 A vertex of degree one is called an end vertex and its neighbor is called a support vertex. 

A vertex v  is called a cut vertex if removing it from G  increases the number of components of 

G . A coloring of a graph is an assignment of colors to its vertices so that no two adjacent 

vertices have the same color. The set of all vertices with any one color is independent and is 

called a color class. An n-coloring of a graph G  uses n colors; it there by partitions V  into n 

color classes. The chromatic number ( )G G'  is the minimum n for which G  has an n 

vertex (n edge) coloring. 

A line graph GL  is the graph whose vertices correspond to the edges of G and two vertices in 

)(GL  are adjacent if and only if the corresponding edges in G are adjacent. 

 Let EVG ,  be any graph. A set  VD  is said to be dominating set if every vertex 

not in D  is adjacent to some vertex in D . The domination number of G , denoted by )(G  is 

the minimum cardinality of a minimal dominating set. 

 A connected Roman dominating function 210 ,, VVVf on a line graph 

HGL  is a function : 0,1,2f V H  satisfying the condition that every vertex u  for 

which 0f u  is adjacent to at least one vertex v  for which 2f v such that 21 VV  or 

2V is connected. The weight of a connected Roman dominating function is the value 

v V H

f V H f v . The minimum weight of a connected Roman dominating function on a 

line  graph H  is called the connected Roman line domination number of G  and is denoted by 
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GRCL . In this paper many bounds on GRCL  were obtained in terms of elements of G , but 

not in terms  of H . Further we develop its relationship with other different domination 

parameters of G . 

 We need the following Theorems to our later results. 

 

Theorem A[4]: For any connected graph G , GG c . 

 

Theorem B[5]: For any connected  qp,  graph G with 4p  vertices, 2pGLc . 

 

Theorem C[2]: For any connected graph G , 1. 

 

Theorem D[1]: For any graph G , . 

 

 

     RESULTS 

 

Initially we begin with the connected Roman line domination number of some standard graphs 

which are straight forward in the following Theorem 

 

Theorem [2]: 

i) For any path pP , with 4p  vertices 

2pPpRCL  ,       if 4p . 

    = 1p ,       otherwise. 

 

ii) For any cycle pC , with 3p  vertices 

1pC pRCL  ,       if 3p . 

    = p ,              otherwise. 
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iii) For any wheel 
pW , with 4p  vertices 

1pWpRCL
 ,       if p  is odd. 

    = p ,              if p  is even. 

 

iv) For any star 
nK ,1
, with 2n  vertices 

  2,1 nRCL K . 

 

v) For any complete bipartite graph nmK ,  

nmK nmRCL ,
          if nm . 

 

 

Theorem [2]: For any non trivial qp,  graph G , qGRCL . 

 

Proof: Let G  be  any non trivial qp,  graph and qeeeE ,.....,, 21
 be the number of edges of 

G  then qvvvV ,.....,, 21

'
 be the corresponding vertices of GL   

such that qVE ' . Suppose 
kc eee ,.....,, 21

'  be the number of edges of G  which forms 

'

c -set of G . Since every edge of  ke corresponds to a vertex in GL . Clearly ke  forms a 

connected dominating set kc vvvGL ,.....,, 21  in GL . Suppose 210 ,, VVVf  be a RC -

function in GL . Then we have 
kvVV '

0
, ki vvV }{1  and ik vvV2 . It follows that

qVvvvvG kikiRCL

' . Hence qGRCL  . 

 

  

Theorem [3]: For any connected qp,  graph G , qGRCL . If G  is isomorphic to pP  with 

4p  and pC , 4p . 

Proof: By Theorem (1), the proof  is straight forward. 
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Theorem [4]: For any non trivial graph G , GG RCLc . 

Proof: Let G  be  any non trivial graph and 210 ,, VVVf  be a RC -function in GL . Suppose 

nc vvvD ,.....,, 21  be the number of vertices forms a c -set in  G  such that cc DG   and 

121

' ,.....,, nc qqqD  be the number of edges forms a '

c
-set  in  G  such that ''

cc DG  and 

each edge of 1nq  is incident with 1nv  and nv  where 2n . Then we consider the following 

cases. 

Case(1): Suppose GL  is a trivial graph. Then 1GLV  and 2GV . Hence 

GG RCLc 1 . 

Case(2): Suppose GL  is a non trivial graph. Then 2GLV  and 3GV such that 2V . 

Now consider  edge ,.....3,2;1 nql n which is incident with any two vertices of cD , then 

atleast one vertex 2Vm  or the vertices 21 ,mm  such that 121 Vmm . Clearly 

GVVD RCLc 21 2 . Hence GG RCLc . 

 

By the above Theorem we obtain the following result. 

 

Theorem [5]: For any non trivial graph G , GG RCL . 

Proof: The proof of this Theorem follows from Theorem [A] and Theorem(4). Hence 

GG RCL . 

 

Theorem [6]: For any qp,  tree T with k  end vertices, then kpTRCL . 

Proof: Let kvvvF ,.....,, 21   be the number of end vertices of T  such that kF and  

210 ,, VVVf  be a RC -function in TL . Suppose FTVC  be the number of non end 

vertices of T . Then each block }{ ne  is incident with the vertices of C  gives a complete subgraph 

in TL  such that  neuve , Fvu, . Suppose niei 1;  be the number of blocks 

incident with the end vertices of T . Then 0Vei  and 1Ven  or 2V . If 1V , then ne  

forms a RCL -set in TL . If 1V , let nkj eee }{},{ , then we have 1Ve j  and  2Vek  
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such that kj ee  forms a RCL -set in TL , then kpee kj , which gives 

kpTRCL . 

 

Theorem [7]: For any qp,  graph G , 1GpG cRCL . 

Proof: Let G  be any qp,  graph with nvvvGV ,.....,, 21   and 210 ,, VVVf  be a RC -

function in GL . Suppose GVvvvC k,.....,, 21  be the set of all vertices with 2deg v . 

Then there exists a minimal vertex set CC '
, which covers all the vertices of G . Clearly 'C  

forms a minimal -set of  G . Suppose the subgraph 'C  has only one component. Then 'C  

itself is a connected dominating set of G . Otherwise, if the subgraph 'C  has more than one 

component, then attach the minimum number of vertices 'CGVwi
, where 2deg iw , 

which are between the vertices of 'C  such that 
iwCC '

1
 forms exactly one component in 

the subgraph 1C . Clearly, 1C  forms a minimal c -set of  G . Let neeeB ,.....,, 21  be the set 

of edges which are incident to the vertices of 1C   such that B forms '

c
-set in  G . Now without 

loss of generality, GLVB , let BBB 21,  such that 11 VB   and 22 VB  . If 1V  . Then 

21 BB  forms  a RCL -set in )(GL . Otherwise 2B  forms  a RCL -set in )(GL . Clearly 

12 121 CpBB . Hence 1GpG cRCL . 

 

Theorem [8]: For any non trivial tree T with n  blocks, then nTRCL . 

Proof:  LetT  be any non trivial tree and nbbbS ,.....,, 21   be the number of blocks of T  with 

nS . Since every edge of a tree T  is a block in T . Clearly nq  corresponds to a vertex in 

TL . Also by Theorem(2), qGRCL . Therefore nqGRCL . Hence nTRCL . 

 

Theorem [9]: For any non trivial tree T , TT RCRCL . 

Proof: Let 210 ,, VVVf  be a RC -function in TL  and '

2

'

1

'

0 ,, VVVg  be a RC -function in 

T . Suppose nvvvF ,.....,, 21  be the number of end vertices of T such that FVDc   be the 
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minimal c -set of T . Then we have  1Vv , FV '

0 , vV '

1  and )('

2 FNV . Let  

neeeF ,.....,, 21

'

 
be the '

c
-set of T and ni enie 1;  be  the number of edges incident 

with the vertices of cDFN  then  the corresponding number of vertices iv of TL such 

that 2Vvi . Further if for some edges of  ie
 
are incident with atleast two vertices of '

2V . 

Then   
ikj vvv , such that

2Vv j
 , 1Vv k  and 

12

' VvVF k
, which gives 

TT RCRCL . 

 

Theorem [10]: For any connected qp,  graph G , 22 GpGLG ccRCL . 

Proof: We know that by Theorem [7], 1GpG cRCL  and by Theorem B,
 

2pGLc  . Therefore 3221 GppGpGLG cccRCL . Hence 

32 GpGLG ccRCL . 

 

Theorem [11]: For any connected qp,  graph G , GpG cRCL . 

Proof: By Theorem (7), 1GpG cRCL  and by Theorem [C], 1. Hence 

GpG cRCL . 

 

 

Theorem [12]: For any graph G , 1GpG cRCL  where  denotes the 

connectivity of G . 

Proof: The proof of this Theorem follows from Theorem (7) and Theorem[D]. 
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